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Checks and Balances: 
Bank Practices in Ohio

“Checks and Balances: Measuring Checking Accounts’ Safety and Transparency” identified the banks with “best” 
and “good” practices in the areas of disclosure, overdraft, and dispute resolution.1 The following information 
reflects data from banks operating in Ohio that provided account disclosures online or by mail to Pew.2 The data 
do not represent all banks operating in each state.

Ohio United States
Of the 36 banks Pew studied, eight operated in Ohio, accounting for 45 percent of all deposits in the 
state. The percentages below reflect practices disclosed by these eight banks.

The 36 banks studied accounted for 
46 percent of all deposits.

Best Practices* Best Practices

Have adopted Pew’s simple disclosure box 38% 56%

Do not allow overdrafts at an ATM 0% 3%

Do not allow overdrafts at point of sale 0% 17%

Do not reorder transactions from high to low3 18% 20%

Do not require mandatory binding arbitration4 52% 39%

Do not require a class-action waiver 52% 40%

Do not have “loss, costs, and expenses” clauses5 38% 74%

Good Practices† Good Practices

Identify the overdraft default option 38% 62%

Identify the overdraft penalty fee6 100% 99%

Identify the overdraft transfer fee7 86% 94%

Limit high to low transaction reordering 55% 57%

Have a threshold amount to trigger an overdraft 79% 68%

Have a grace period prior to charging an overdraft 62% 40%

Do not have an “extended” overdraft fee8 21% 33%

Limit the number of overdraft fees charged per day 92% 93%

Have an arbitration opt-out provision 82% 64%

Do not require a jury trial waiver 31% 14%

Have a small claims exemption 86% 96%

Of the 14 banks Pew studied that did not provide account information, three operated in Ohio, accounting 
for 17 percent of all deposits in the state. 

The 14 banks Pew studied that did not 
provide account information comprise 
6 percent of all U.S. deposits.

* Ohio’s best practice adoption rate is 30 percent. † Ohio’s good practice adoption rate is 68 percent. 

http://www.pewstates.org/research/reports/checks-and-balances-85899479785
http://www.pewstates.org/research/data-visualizations/long-on-words-short-on-protections-85899388284


For further information, please visit: 
pewstates.org/safechecking

Contact: Liz Voyles, senior associate 
Email: lvoyles@pewtrusts.org 
Phone: 202-540-6599 
Project website: pewstates.org/safechecking

The Pew Charitable Trusts is driven by the power of knowledge to solve today’s most challenging problems. Pew applies a rigorous, analytical 
approach to improve public policy, inform the public, and stimulate civic life.

Endnotes
1 The Pew Charitable Trusts, Checks and Balances: Measuring Checking Accounts’ Safety and Transparency. May 2013. Data were collected 

in October 2012 from 36 of the 50 largest U.S. banks. Pew estimated state best practice adoption rates based on each institution’s 
FDIC-reported domestic deposit volume as of June 30, 2012. The full methodology can be found here: http://www.pewstates.org/
uploadedFiles/PCS_Assets/2013/CHECK_BankPractices_Methodology.pdf.

2 Fourteen of the 50 banks did not provide account disclosures online or by mail and were excluded from Pew’s report. The estimates 
provided account only for the practices of the 36 banks studied.

3 See Pew’s previous infographic on high to low transaction reordering, Transaction Infraction: http://www.pewstates.org/research/data-
visualizations/transaction-infraction-85899387882. 

4 See Pew’s previous report on arbitration, Banking on Arbitration: http://www.pewstates.org/research/reports/banking-on-
arbitration-85899432237.

5 “Loss, costs, and expenses” clauses require the consumer to pay the bank’s costs should the consumer pursue a dispute, no matter the 
outcome of the case.

6 A fee charged per overdraft covered by an advance from the bank.

7 A fee charged per overdraft covered by a transfer from a linked savings account, line of credit, or credit card.

8 A fee charged if an account remains overdrawn for more than a specified number of days.
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